CAPT. DELZIN IRANI
Master Mariner, DipCarSur, Supp MIIMS,
Marine Surveyor / Principal Consultant

- Sincere and highly motivated Skipper

with 14 years of successful experience in
the boating industry, with command
experience.
- Master’s Certificate of Competency (COC)
from South Tyneside College, United
Kingdom
– Passed with distinction in 2011
- Diploma in Cargo Surveying, United
Kingdom
– 1 Year from 2006 - 2007

PERSONAL PROFILE
Have carried out numerous Pre Registration,
Pre Purchase inspections, sea trials and out
of water inspections for various boat types
such as Canados, Azimuth, Ferretti, Integrity,
Cabo Express and Princess Yachts. Brief
description of jobs undertaken are attached to
the CV.

AREA OF EXPERTISE
 Pre Purchase condition inspection of
yacht for potential buyers
 Yacht Sea trials to determine the
functionality
of
its
navigational
equipment and machinery.
 Out of water inspection of the yacht to
check its underwater areas of the hull
 Osmosis test on the yacht external
body to ensure no water seepage
ascertained for future challenges.
 Providing navigational know-about
during sea trials and also determining
the top speed of the yacht which it is
designed for taking into account the
weather aspect.
 Thorough inspection for yacht owners
to ensure the boats are in good
condition.

 Pre-registration inspection of yachts
and small boats as approved by NTA.
 Underwater repair and under water
cleaning supervision.

RECENT JOBS COMPLETED:
 Sport boat MALIBU V23 boat
registration inspection for NTA
 AZIMUTH 82 yacht pre purchase
inspection at Abu Dhabi.
 Sea Trial and out of water inspection
and Pre purchase condition inspection
of the CABO 40 EXPRESS
 Repair Supervision of Catamaran at Al
Futtaim Dry Docks, Jadaf.
 Pre purchase and out of water
inspection of luxury motor Ferretti 88
yacht
 Pre purchase inspection and sea trial
of Luxury PRINCESS 45
 Pre Insurance condition survey of two
Aluminum crew boats.
 Inspection and Valuation of patrol
boat.
 Sea Trial, out of water and pre
purchase condition inspection of the
Luxury Motor INTEGRITY 55.
 Out of water inspection of Catamaran.
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